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MEDIEVAL GERMAN LITERATURE 
 
  The origins of German literature, unlike the origins of the Romance literatures, retreat into the margins of 
the Roman Empire. In his Germania, the Roman historian Tacitus provides us with our first extensive 
account of the German tribe, the Germani, and gives us the sense of a warlike but socially organized 
people, whose strength and virtues were in some ways to be emulated by the increasingly decadent 
Romans. From that first semi primitive exposure to the great world, to the first individual voices of German 
literature, would require a millennium of tribal jostling, linguistic development and branching out from the 
native Germanic tongues—which were totally foreign to the Latin language families—and arguably a 
synthesis of pagan with the gradually adopted Christian culture, from which would come the rich and 
original textures of the literature we now consider German.  
 
The first genres to meet us, in this new literary world, are epic and lyric poetry. The epic tradition in Middle 
High German, the Classical period (1180-1250), is of two distinct kinds: court and popular. The court epic 
is written for the nobility—with noble patronage—and is accordingly polite and cultivated, frequently 
sprinkling French words; the tales that are told typically—as in the epic Parzifal, by Wolfram von 
Eschenbach (1170-1220)—concern chivalry, and the high honor and courtliness culture implied by 
chivalry. The popular epic tradition, exemplified by The Niebelungenlied (1200 A.D.), blends ancient 
Germanic tales of warfare, revenge, and court life, with an overlay of Christian values, which blend 
forcefully, providing a ‘folk epic’ closer to Homer’s work than was anything produced out of the court 
tradition. The traditions of lyric poetry, in mediaeval Germany, are preserved from two major groups: 
Minnesingers, ‘singers about love,’ who emulated French troubador poetry, and whose greatest exemplar 
was Walther von der Vogelweide (1170-1230 A.D.); and Mastersingers, who flourished in the l4th and l5th 
centuries, were best represented by Hans Sachs, and who were an organized guild of professional 
traveling poets. Meister Eckhart (1260-1328) will stand in here for the brilliance of the German mystical 
tradition, which expressed itself in a poetry that qualifies it as the highest literature. 
 


